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PREFACE 
   
About This Document 
 
This document provides information on how to download, install, configure and 
use our Magento Store Credit Extension. 
 
Disclaimer 
 
Vnecoms reserves the rights to add, remove, modify business models, processes 
related to packaging, selling, marketing, developing extensions and themes of  
Vnecoms.com at any time and without prior notification. Vnecoms reserves the 
rights to add new features to its products based on research and market needs. 
Vnecoms reserves the rights to remove any feature of its products that does not 
fulfil expectations.
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OVERVIEW 

 
Store Credit Extension is the new e-Commerce solution made by Vnecoms and 
it’s our answer for one of the most answer-wanted question of any e-Commerce 
Website: “How to shorten the time buying a product by a customer on the 
website? “. If you’re a website’s admin, and you want to enhance the website 
selling effect, you should know about our Store Credit Extension. 
  
Store Credit Extension allows you to add a function to your website using 
Magento 2.0, making and managing the customer’s store credit to do the payment 
on your website directly. 
You can give credit to customer as a promotion, refund for them by credit or sell 
credit to your customer for using on your website with better rate comparing with 
paying direct from another payment gate. From now, your customer can use the 
store credit to buy the things on your website much quickly, easily get the refund 
and use the refund by credit to buy new stuff without the pending time to fund 
back their bank account like before. 
 
Beside it, Store Credit Extension also provides the website’s admin a ton of 
optimizing and many functions to organise website as wonder. 
 Outstanding Features  
 
For Admin 
 Managing Customer’s store credit 
 Refund Customer by credit to their store credit 
 Add credit for Customers like promotion 
 View transaction history of Customers using credit 
 Creating the credit product with 3 methods adding credit,  by that 

Customer can buy and use their credit 
  Send notification email to Customers 

 
For Customers 
 Buy and add credit with good price and then store it for purchasing later 

on website 
 Get the refund direct to the store credit and start shopping again without 

pending time. 
 Spend credit on tax and shipping fee 
 Check balances and transaction history 
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HOW TO USE 
 I. From Frontend  

 
1. Customer Credit page and Buy Credit page  

After installing Store Credit Extension to your Website, now your 
customers, who already registered with your website, can login and access 
in to Store Credit page by the following steps.  
Firstly, clicking to the Account’s name link, they can choose My Credit in 
the dropdown list. 
 

 After that, the Store Credit page will be shown as follows: 
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By clicking to Buy Credit button, you will access to Buy Credit Page, 
where you can buy credit and add it to your store. 

There are 3 types of Credit Product, which will be defined by Admin: Fixed 
Value, Dropdown Value, Custom Value. The customer can choose which 
is the most comfortable for them to buy. 
Credit product with fixed price: With this credit product, the customer can 
buy only one set amount of credit with only one fixed price. 
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Credit product with dropdown price: This product allows the customer can 
choose one of set amount of credit in dropdown list to buy, but set amount 
of credit is limited with fixed number. 

Credit product with custom price: This is the most flexible credit product. 
Your customer can adjust amount of credit they want to buy by scrolling 
in limited arrangement or just enter the credit amount into the textbox. 
The price will automatically sync with the amount of credit. 
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After selecting credit products they like, Customers can add them to cart 
and checkout normally. 

 2. Spending Store Credit   
For using Store credit to buy the product, on the Checkout page, in the 
Payment tab, Customers can use credit to check out by ticking on the 
checkbox and then enter a credit amount they want.

 
Then our module will auto-update and calculate the grand total of order.
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After order has been placed, as soon as the invoice is created/updated with 
paid state, customer credit will be updated immediately, Customers’ credit 
balances will be updated immediately. They can check the current balances 
and transactions in the Transaction History section. 
 

 
Customers can also use credit to checkout right on Shopping Cart 
 

 
 

 It’s easy, right? Now your customer can go shopping on your website 
with never faster speed. It’s a reason, which can make the customers may 
want to visit your website again and again.
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II. From Backend  

1. Store Credit Dashboard  
After installing our module on your website, Store credit’s icon will be 
shown on the Admin sidebar. Go to Store Credit > Dashboard 
 
 

 
 
 
From this page, the website’s admin will have the overview about Store 
Credit with many parameters shown here, include: Total Credit in System, 
Total Spent Credit, Total Sold Credit, No of Customer with credit. 
 
Beside it, the website’s admin can also see Top Customers with The 
Greatest Credit Balances with their names, current balances in their system 
and Credit Receive-Spend Report Charts: This chart shows you the total 
spent credit and received credit of all Customers per day in your chosen 
time range such as last 24 hours, last 7 days, current month, etc. 
 

 
 
 

2. Manage Customers Using Credit  
Go to Store Credit > Credit Account 
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This page shows a list of all Customers using credit and their information 
such as name, email, credit balance, telephone, etc. In order to view more 
details about a Customer, you can click on the Edit link in the Action 
column. Then you will be navigated to the Store Credit tab on the Customer 
Manage page that shows you all of that Customer’s transaction history and 
credit balance: 
 

  
From there, you can add or subtract credit for customer by clicking to 
Add/Subtract Credit button, a pop-up will be shown for filling the amount 
of credit you want to add/subtract for your customer and the description for 
this acting. 
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After you save, our module will auto update the Customer’s credit 
balance, send an email to that Customer and create a transaction as 
follows:

  
3. Manage Credit Products  

Go to Store Credit > Credit product 
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Then the Credit Product Manager page will be shown: 

This page shows you all credit products with a lot of information such as 
product ID, name, SKU, quantity, status, etc. In order to add a new credit 
product, you can click on the Add Credit Product button on the right top of 
the page. You can add a credit product just in a similar way to adding a 
normal product.
We will focus only in the field Type of Store Credit in Adding form of 
Credit Product. 
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As we know before, there will be 3 types of credit product you can able to 
make: Fixed value, Dropdown values and Custom value. 

For making credit product with fixed value  
It is very easy to make a fixed value credit product, everything you must 
to do is filling 2 fields: Store credit value and Credit package price. 

For making Credit product with dropdown value  
 It’s almost the same way making product with fix value credit product, 
but you can able to make unlimited Credit package with different prices. 
To make a new Credit package, you can just click to Add price button and 
fill the new box shown up.

 
For making credit product with custom value 
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4. Credit Transaction 
Go to Store Credit > Credit Transactions, then the Credit Transactions 
page will be shown:

 

 
This page provides the ability to manage credit-related transactions with a 
lot of information such as type, detail, customer name/email, 
added/deducted credit, credit balance after transaction and transaction 
time. You can search any transaction by using filter boxes in each column. 
If you click on a Customer’s email, you will be navigated to the Customer 
Manager page. 

5. Refund Orders  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When Customers want to refund an order, our module allows you to 
transfer the order value to his credit balance. In that way, Customers can 
use the credit for future purchases and you do not have to lose money for 
the refund at the same time. After clicking on the Credit Memo button, our 
module shows a text field for you to enter the amount you want to refund 
into credit: 
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After that, when you click on the Refund Offline button, the amount you 
enter as well as the credit that the Customer used for paying for the order 
will be refunded to his current credit balance. Once the refund is finished, 
you can check the transaction on the Manage Transaction. 
 

6. Settings 
Go to Store Credit > Settings 

 
In this section, you can able to configure your Buy Credit Page with 
many functions, likes changing Buy Credit page’ page title, Meta 
keywords, Meta Description and Email Configuration, etc.. 
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SUPPORT 
 

 
If you need support or have questions directly related to Marketpace extension, 
please use our Online Message Form to contact our support team or send us an 
email at: support@vnecoms.com.  
 

Best Regards,  
VnEcoms Team  


